A method for producing three-dimensional space frames or truss structures from simpler components and space frames or truss structures produced by the associated method. The various components, which may be made from virtually any material, are shaped in such a way so that they may be fitted together to create a space frame or truss structure. The components may be held together by any available attachment means, or by the interaction of the components themselves. The method and associated components allows for the assembly of three-dimensional space frames or truss structures from planar materials, significantly reducing cost and manufacturing time. These space frames or trusses can then be used as structural members, as the interior load-bearing portions of sandwich panels, or in any situation where high-strength and light weight are desirable.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE FRAMES ASSEMBLED FROM COMPONENT PIECES AND METHODS FOR MAKING THE SAME

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to the field of trusses, space frames, and other engineering structures. More specifically, the invention relates to the subfield of three-dimensional space frames.

BACKGROUND

Space frames and trusses are very useful engineering structures in that they can provide high levels of strength while requiring less material than solid beams, columns, or structures. Space frames also allow for scalable construction through the repetition of a unit cell, and may offer very high levels of strength while reducing weight and material use because the material is focused along load paths offering a more efficient structural design. However, space frames can be very complex structures, and as a result may be expensive or difficult to produce, particularly on a small scale.

Overview

An aspect of an embodiment of the present invention provides components that may be used to assemble complex space frames and methods for making and assembling those components into useable structures. By using simple, easy to manufacture components, a space frame may be assembled quickly and cheaply. Furthermore, an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention allows for space frames to be assembled from a wide variety of materials that may not have been conducive to traditional methods of space frame construction. Using the components and methods of the present invention, space frames of nearly any relative size or dimension may be assembled from a wide variety of materials, even those which may require non-traditional means of joining or fabrication.

An aspect of an embodiment of the present invention provides, among other things, components that may be simply and cheaply manufactured that are suited to be assembled into three-dimensional space frames and a method for doing so. By assembling complex engineering structures from simple components that may be used in a number of ways, space frames of nearly any relative dimension may be constructed at lower cost, with materials that may not traditionally be conducive to the production of these structures. Furthermore, space frames can be mass produced from interchangeable manufactured components that will allow for their use in any number of applications that may not have been possible before. Finally, the use of components to assemble the structures allows for scalability by simply adding or subtracting the number of components or associated layers without having to redesign or alter the components themselves. Similarly, the use of components to assemble the structures allows for scalability by simply increasing or decreasing the size of components or associated layers without having to redesign or alter the components themselves.

An aspect of the embodiment of the present invention provides, among other things, a method for producing a space frame. The method may comprise:

a) providing a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between the alternating linear struts, the first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each the inflection area of the first members to define an inflection recess, all of the inflection recesses disposed along the anterior surface of the first member;

b) arranging the plurality of the first members into an array with a first portion of the plurality of the first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another; and arranging a second portion of the plurality of the first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to the arrayed first portion of the plurality of the first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

wherein the first portion of the plurality of the first members is inverted with respect to the second portion of the plurality of the first members so that the anterior surfaces of the first portion of the plurality of the first members may be in communication with the anterior surfaces of the second portion of the plurality of the first members;

the first portion of the plurality of the first members and the second portion of the plurality of the first members aligned so that the inflection recesses of the inflection areas of the first portion of the plurality of the first members are in communication with the inflection recesses of the inflection areas of the second portion of the plurality of the first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure;

c) providing a lattice shape member comprising struts disposed between nodes, each of the nodes having a mortise recess configured to interface with the tenon or tenon-like structures, the struts configured such that the nodes are located such that the mortise recesses are properly spaced so as to communicate with the tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of the plurality of the first members;

and

d) disposing the lattice shape member such that the mortise recess of the nodes are in communication with the tenons or tenon-like structures to provide a space frame.

An aspect of an embodiment of the present invention provides, among other things, a space frame device assembled from components. The space frame device may comprise:

a) a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between the alternating linear struts, the first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each the inflection area
of the first members to define an inflection recess, all of the
inflection recesses disposed along the anterior surface of the
first member;

b) the plurality of the first members in an array with a first
portion of the plurality of the first members arrayed sub-
tantially parallel to one another, with a second portion of
the plurality of the first members arrayed substantially
orthogonal to the arrayed first portion of the plurality of the
first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;
the first portion of the plurality of the first members
inverted with respect to the second portion of the
plurality of the first members so that the anterior
surfaces of the first portion of the plurality of the first
members are in communication with the anterior sur-
faces of the second portion of the plurality of the first
members;

the first portion of the plurality of the first members and
the second portion of the plurality of the first members
aligned so that the inflection recesses of the inflection
areas of the first portion of the plurality of the first
members are in communication with the inflection
recesses of the inflection areas of the second portion of
the plurality of the first members to define a tenon or
tenon-like structure; and

c) a lattice shape member comprising struts disposed
between nodes, each of the nodes having a mortise recess
configured to interface with the tenon or tenon-like struc-
tures, the struts configured such that the nodes are aligned
such that the mortise recesses are in communication with the
tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of
the plurality of the first members.

An aspect of an embodiment of the present invention
provides, among other things, a method for producing a
space frame. The method may comprise:

a) providing a plurality of first members comprising
alternating struts with inflection areas between the alternat-
ing struts, the first members having an anterior surface and
a posterior surface, a recess at each the inflection area of the
first members to define an inflection recess, all of the
inflection recesses disposed along the anterior surface of the
first member;

b) arranging the plurality of the first members into an
array with a first portion of the plurality of the first members
arrayed substantially parallel to one another; and arranging
a second portion of the plurality of the first members arrayed
substantially orthogonal to the arrayed first portion of the
plurality of the first members, so as to define an intersecting
array structure;

wherein the first portion of the plurality of the first
members is inverted with respect to the second portion of
the plurality of the first members so that the anterior
surfaces of the first portion of the plurality of the first
members may be in communication with the anterior
surfaces of the second portion of the plurality of the first
members;

the first portion of the plurality of the first members and
the second portion of the plurality of the first members
aligned so that the inflection recesses of the inflection
areas of the first portion of the plurality of the first
members are in communication with the inflection
recesses of the inflection areas of the second portion of
the plurality of the first members to define a tenon or
tenon-like structure;

c) providing an intermediate member comprising mortise
recesses configured to interface with the tenon or tenon-like
structures, the intermediate member configured such that the
mortise recesses are properly spaced so as to communicate

with the tenons or tenon-like structures from the array
comprised of the plurality of the first members; and

d) disposing the intermediate member such that the mort-
ise recess are in communication with the tenons or tenon-
like structures to provide a space frame.

An aspect of an embodiment of the present invention
provides, among other things, a device having a space frame
assembled from components. The space frame may com-
prise:

a) a plurality of first members comprising alternating
struts with inflection areas between the alternating struts, the
first members having an anterior surface and a posterior
surface, a recess at each the inflection area of the first
members to define an inflection recess, all of the inflection
recesses disposed along the anterior surface of the first
member;

b) the plurality of the first members in an array with a first
portion of the plurality of the first members arrayed sub-
tantially parallel to one another, with a second portion of
the plurality of the first members arrayed substantially
orthogonal to the arrayed first portion of the plurality of the
first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

the first portion of the plurality of the first members
inverted with respect to the second portion of the
plurality of the first members so that the anterior
surfaces of the first portion of the plurality of the first
members are in communication with the anterior sur-
faces of the second portion of the plurality of the first
members;

c) an intermediate member comprising mortise recesses
configured to interface with the tenon or tenon-like struc-
tures, the intermediate member configured such that the
mortise recesses are in communication with the tenons or
tenon-like structures from the array comprised of the
plurality of the first members.

An aspect of an embodiment of the present invention
provides, among other things, a method for producing
three-dimensional space frames or truss structures from
simpler components and space frames or truss structures
produced by the associated method. The various com-
ponents, which may be made from virtually any material, are
shaped in such a way so that they may be fitted together to
create a space frame or truss structure. The components
may be held together by any available attachment means, or by
the interaction of the components themselves. The method
and associated components allows for the assembly of
three-dimensional space frames or truss structures from
planar materials, significantly reducing cost and manufac-
turing time. These space frames or trusses can then be used
as structural members, as the interior load-bearing portions
of sandwich panels, or in any situation where high-strength
and light weight are desirable.

These and other objects, along with advantages and
features of various aspects of embodiments of the invention
disclosed herein, will be made more apparent from the
description, drawings, and claims that follow.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated into
and form a part of the instant specification, illustrate several
aspects and embodiments of the present invention and, together with the description herein, serve to explain the principles of the invention. The drawings are provided only for the purpose of illustrating select embodiments of the invention and are not to be construed as limiting the invention.

FIG. 1 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of first members.

FIG. 2 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of an intersecting array structure.

FIGS. 3A and 3B provide schematic illustrations of embodiments of a lattice shape member and intermediate member.

FIG. 4 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of a space frame assembled from components.

FIGS. 5A and 5B provide schematic illustrations of an embodiment of the process for manufacturing first members.

FIGS. 6A and 6B provide schematic illustrations of an embodiment of the process for manufacturing a lattice shape member or intermediate member.

FIG. 7 provides a schematic illustration of embodiments of octet lattice truss structures assembled from components.

FIG. 8 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of an octet lattice truss structure assembled from components.

FIG. 9 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of the process for assembling a space frame from components.

FIGS. 10A and 10B provide schematic illustrations of an embodiment of an octet lattice truss structure and an octet lattice truss unit cell.

FIGS. 11A-11C provide schematic illustrations of embodiments of components of an octet truss structure and an octet lattice truss unit cell.

FIGS. 12A-12D provide schematic illustrations of embodiments of a lattice shape member and truss structures.

FIGS. 13A-13D provide schematic illustrations of embodiments of space frames assembled from components.

FIG. 14 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of an octet truss structure.

FIGS. 15A-15B provide schematic illustrations of embodiments of space frame unit cells.

FIGS. 16A-16D provide schematic illustrations of an embodiment of a process for forming first members.

FIGS. 17A-17D provide schematic illustrations of an embodiment of a process for forming lattice shape members or intermediate members.

FIG. 18 provides a schematic illustration of an embodiment of a process for forming components of a space frame.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the first members 28, for example, that may be used to assemble a space frame or truss. In one embodiment, the first members 28 may comprise a variety of structures or sub-structures that define the particular geometry of the first members 28 as desired or required for the particular application. For instance, referring to FIG. 1, the first members 28 are composed of alternating linear struts 21 which are arranged between inflection areas 22. The struts 21 are arranged in communication with the inflection areas 22 so as to create a zig-zag shape to the first member 28. It should be appreciated that the alternating struts 21, while shown as generally straight members in FIG. 1 may take on any number of shapes as desired or required for a particular application. For instance, the alternating struts 21 may be linear, curved, any combination of curved and linear, or segmented. Furthermore, the alternating struts 21 may have a cross-sectional shapes including, but not limited to, square, rectangular, circular, elliptical, or avoid as necessary to accommodate any particular use, base material, or manufacturing process. It should also be appreciated that the material from which the first member 28 is made may be of constant or varying thickness or cross-section.

Still referring to FIG. 1, in an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention, the first members 28 have an anterior surface 23 and a posterior surface 24. Along the anterior surface 23 and generally located at each inflection area 22 are a number of inflection recesses 25. These inflection recesses 25 may take a number of forms or geometries, including but not limited to, slots, notches, grooves, apertures, or passages. It should be appreciated that the inflection recesses 25 may be configured so as to interface with other inflection recesses 25. Said differently, the slots, notches, grooves, apertures, or passages that comprise the inflection recesses 25 are configured so that each inflection recess 25 of any first member 28 may fit or interface with a corresponding inflection recess 25 of one or any number of other first members 28.

FIG. 2 provides a schematic illustration of an intersecting array structure 27 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the intersecting array structure 27 is composed of a number of first members 28 which are arranged in such a way as to allow them to interface or fit together to form a structure. In order to form the intersecting array structure 27, a plurality of first members 28 are generally separated into two groups or divisions. One of the groups or divisions of first members 28 are then laid out or arrayed substantially parallel to one another. When laid or arrayed out, all of the first members 28 of this first group or division are arranged so that their anterior surfaces 23 (as discussed with and shown in FIG. 1) are oriented in the same direction. As shown in FIG. 2, in an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention, the alternating struts 21 of the first group or division of first members 28 determine the position of the inflection areas 22. The inflection areas 22 of the first group or division of first members 28 are then arranged so that their anterior surfaces, and consequently the corresponding inflection recesses 25 are orientated in the same direction.

Still referring to FIG. 2, a second group or division of first members 28 is then laid out or arrayed substantially orthogonal to the first group of first members 28. As a result of their orientation being substantially orthogonal to the substantially parallel first group or division of first members 28, the second group or division of first members 28 will be substantially parallel with respect to one another. This second group or division of first members 28 are arranged such that their anterior surfaces are inverted with respect to the anterior surfaces of the first group or division of first members 28. Said differently, the anterior surfaces of the first group or division of first members 28 are opposed to the anterior surfaces of the second group or division of first members 28. As shown in FIG. 2, this arrangement leads to one portion of first members 28 arranged so that their inflection recesses 25 are facing towards the top of FIG. 2 while the second portion of first members 28 are arranged such that their inflection recesses 25 are facing towards the bottom of FIG. 2. This arrangement allows the anterior surfaces of the first group or division of first members 28 to be in communication with the anterior surfaces of the second group or division of first members 28. Consequently, the
The inflection recesses 25 of the first group or division of first members 28 are in communication with the inflection recesses 25 of the second group or division of first members 28. It should be appreciated that the configuration of the alternating struts 21 of the first members 28 is such that the inflection recesses 25 of the first and second groups or divisions of first members 28 will align with one another when they are arrayed as described above. This alignment can be seen in FIG. 2, and allows for the two groups or divisions of first members 28 to interlace with one another to define a number of tenon or tenon-like structures 26. These tenon or tenon-like structures 26 are defined by the shape of the inflection areas 22 and the interaction of the inflection recesses 25. The particular geometry of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 is determined by the particular geometry and interaction of the inflection areas 22 and inflection recesses 25 and may be adjusted as desired or required for any particular application, material, or need.

Still referring to FIG. 2, it should be appreciated that the interface of the first members 28 to form a tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may define a joint. In particular, this joint may be defined as a halved joint dependent on the particular configuration of the inflection recesses 25 and inflection areas 22. Furthermore, it should be appreciated that this interface or joint may be held together by a number of different methods, interactions, devices, or materials. For example, the interface or joint located at or within the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may be held together by, but not limited to, brazing, bonding, gluing, diffusion bonding, sintered powder, epoxy, pinning, or wedging. It should also be appreciated that the joint or interface at or within the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may be held together by the arrangement or configuration of the inflection recesses 25 and inflection areas 22 themselves. For example, the interface or joint may be secured by means of inflection recesses 25 or inflection areas 22 that snap together, inflection recesses 25 or inflection areas 22 that are configured to form a friction fit, inflection recesses 25 or inflection areas 22 that are configured for to form an interference fit, or any combination thereof. Additionally, it should be appreciated that any combination of brazing, bonding, gluing, diffusion bonding, sintered powder, epoxy, pinning, wedging, snapping, friction fitting, or interference fitting may be used together in order to hold together the joint located at or within the tenon or tenon-like structure 26. In certain applications, the joint located at or within the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may be held together by the external forces applied to the intersecting array structure 27 or any assembly which the intersecting array structure 27 may be a part of.

FIG. 3A provides a schematic illustration of a lattice shape member 31 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The lattice shape member 31 is composed of struts 32 disposed between nodes 33. Each node 33 has a mortise recess 34. The mortise recesses 34 are configured in such a way to interface or fit with the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 (as shown in FIG. 2). It should be appreciated that the struts 32 of the lattice shape member 31 are configured so as to locate the nodes 32, and their respective mortise recesses 34, so that they will properly align with and interface with the spacing and orientation of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 of the intersecting array structure 27 (as seen in FIG. 2). It should also be appreciated that the mortise recesses 34 may take on any shape or geometry as desired or required to fit or interface with the shape or geometry of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 (as seen in FIG. 2). The mortise shaped recess 34 may comprise a slot, notch, groove, aperture, or passage. The mortise recesses 34 may then take on shapes including, but not limited to, circular, rectangular, square, ovoid, regular, or irregular shapes. Furthermore, the mortise recesses 34 may be configured to any depth as desired or required by the specific application. For instance, the mortise recesses 34 may pass entirely through the lattice shape member 31, or they may be configured as recesses that do not pass entirely through the lattice shape member 31. In the case of a mortise recess 34 that does not pass entirely through the lattice shape member 31, it should be appreciated that the mortise recess 34 may constitute any proportion of the thickness of the lattice shape member 31, including proportions above and below half the thickness of the lattice shape member 31.

Still referring to FIG. 3A, it should be appreciated that the lattice shape member 31 may be configured in any way as to perform the intended function of a particular application. For instance, the lattice shape member 31 may have nodes 33 that are square, rectangular, round, or any regular or irregular shape. Furthermore, the struts 32 may be linear, curved, any combination of curved and linear, or segmented. The particular design and relative size of the struts 32 and nodes 33 will determine the dimensions and shapes of the open areas between the struts 32 and nodes 33, if any. It should also be appreciated that the lattice shape member 31 or any of its sub-components, including struts 32, nodes 33, and mortise recesses 34, may have cross-sectional shapes including, but not limited to, square, rectangular, circular, elliptical, or ovoid as necessary to accommodate any particular use, base material, or manufacturing process. It should also be appreciated that the material from which the lattice shape member 31 is made may be of constant or varying thickness or cross-section.

FIG. 3B provides a schematic illustration of an intermediate member 36. The intermediate member 36 is similar in function to the lattice shape member 31 (as shown in FIG. 3A), but it is composed of only a substantially planar material with mortise recesses 34. The function of the intermediate member 36 is substantially similar to the function of the lattice shape member 31 (as shown in FIG. 3A), the primary difference being a different selection of trade-offs between weight and ease of manufacture and cost. As with the lattice shape member 31 (as shown in FIG. 3A), the mortise recesses 34 of the intermediate member 36 are configured in such a way as to interface or fit with the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 (as shown in FIG. 2). The spacing and locations of the mortise recesses 34 on the intermediate member 36 are chosen so that they will properly align with and interface with the spacing and orientation of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 of the intersecting array structure 27 (as seen in FIG. 2). It should also be appreciated that the mortise recesses 34 may take on any shape or geometry as desired or required to fit or interface with the shape or geometry of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 (as seen in FIG. 2). The mortise shaped recess 34 may comprise a slot, notch, groove, aperture, or passage. The mortise recesses 34 may then take on shapes including, but not limited to, circular, rectangular, square, ovoid, regular, or irregular shapes. Furthermore, the mortise recesses 34 may be configured to any depth as desired or required by the specific application. For instance, the mortise recesses 34 may pass entirely through the intermediate member 36, or they may be configured as recesses that do not pass entirely through the intermediate member 36. In the case of a mortise recess 34 that does not pass entirely through the intermediate member 36, it should be appreciated that the mortise recess 34 may constitute any proportion of the thickness of the intermediate member 36, including proportions both above and below
half the thickness of the intermediate member 36. It should also be appreciated that the material from which the intermediate member 36 is made may be of constant or varying thickness or cross-section.

FIG. 4 provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of a space frame 11 assembled from components. The space frame 11 is assembled from a lattice shape member 31 and a number of first members 28 which have been arranged in such a way as to interface with one another. As can be seen in FIG. 4, the lattice shape member 31 is disposed in such a way that the nodes 33 and their respective mortise recesses 34 are aligned with and in communication with the tenon or tenon-structures 26. The tenon or tenon-like structures 26 are shown fitting into and partially penetrating the mortise recesses 34. It should be appreciated that the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 may partially penetrate the mortise recesses 34, fully and flushly penetrate the mortise recesses 34, or fully penetrate the mortise recesses 34 and extend or protrude from the other side.

Still referring to FIG. 4, it is possible to see how the arrangement and configuration of the struts 32 allows the nodes 33 and the mortise recesses 34 to align correctly with the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 formed by the intersection of first members 28. It should also be appreciated that the configuration of the alternating struts 21, including both their length and angle with respect to the inflection areas 22, allows for the proper orientation and location of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 to correctly interface with the mortise recesses 34. An exposed inflection recess 25 of a first member 28 is also shown to illustrate how the inflection recesses 25 interact to form the tenon or tenon-like structures 26.

Still referring to FIG. 4, the interface or communication of the lattice shape member 31 and the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may define a joint. In particular, this joint may be defined as a mortise and tenon joint dependent on the particular configuration of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 and the lattice shape member 31. The interface or joint between the lattice shape member 31 and the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may be held together by a number of different methods, interactions, devices, or materials. For example, the interface or joint at or between the lattice shape member 31 and the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 may be held together by brazing, bonding, gluing, diffusion bonding, sintered powder, epoxy, pinning, or wedging. It should also be appreciated that the joint or interface at or between the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 and the lattice shape member 31 may be held together by the arrangement or configuration of the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 and or lattice shape member 31 and mortise recesses 34 themselves. For example, the interface or joint may be secured by means of tenon or tenon-like structures 26 or mortise recesses 34 that are configured to form a friction fit, tenon or tenon-like structures 26 or mortise recesses 34 that are configured for to form an interference fit, or any combination thereof. Additionally, it should be appreciated that any combination of brazing, bonding, gluing, diffusion bonding, sintered powder, epoxy, pinning, wedging, snapping, friction fitting, or interference fitting may be used together in order to hold together the joint located at or between the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 and the lattice member 31. In certain applications, the joint located at or between the tenon or tenon-like structure 26 and the lattice member 31 may be held together by the external forces applied to the space frame 11 or any assembly which the space frame 11 may be a part of. It should also be appreciated that in the preceding discussion, an intermediate member 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B) may substitute for the lattice shape member 31 and its constituent mortise recesses 34.

Still referring to FIG. 4, it should be appreciated that the assembly method described above may vary to fit any number of desired manufacturing processes. For instance, the order of assembly may be varied as desired or required. It is possible that the assembly of a space frame from first members 28 and a lattice shape member 31 may be accomplished by first laying out the lattice shape member 31, and then subsequently arranging the first members 28 onto the lattice shape member 31. This particular mode of assembly may make use of the lattice shape member 31 as a template for arranging the two groupings or divisions of first members 28 which are laid out to form the intersecting array 27 as shown in FIG. 2. Furthermore, at any point in the assembly of the space frame, the lattice shape member 31 may be substituted for by the intermediate member 36 as shown in FIG. 3B.

Still referring to FIG. 4, it should be appreciated that the space frame 11 may be configured for use in any number of applications where its particular properties may be useful. For example, the space frame may be constructed with an additional lattice shape member or intermediate member disposed at the lower point of the drawings (not shown). Furthermore, the space frame 11 may be configured for use in the interior of a sandwich panel, or for use in communication with a plate, substrate, sheet of material, or piece of equipment. The space frame 11 may be used in these applications either with a lattice shape member or intermediate member forming a base or attachment point, or it may be used wherein the first members 28 are directly connected to the substrate, plate, or piece of equipment. Said differently, it should be appreciated that one of the lattice shape members or intermediate members (not shown) may be replaced by a substrate. That substrate may be composed of a plate, sheet of material, or any other component or structure that may interface or integrate with the space frame 11.

Moreover, without intent to limit the applications of the invention in any regard, some example applications demonstrating the use of the space frame or truss structure may include one or more of any combination of the following:

a) an architectural structure (for example: pillars, walls, shielding, foundations or floors for tall buildings or pillars, wall shielding floors, for regular buildings and houses),

b) a civil engineering field structure (for example: road facilities such as noise resistant walls and crash barriers, road paving materials, permanent and portable aircraft landing runways, pipes, segment materials for tunnels, segment materials for underwater tunnels, tube structural materials, main beams of bridges, bridge floors, girders, cross beams of bridges, girder walls, piers, bridge substructures, towers, dikes and dams, guide ways, railroads, ocean structures such as breakwaters and wharf protection for harbor facilities, floating pier/oi oil excavation or production platforms, airport structures such as runways), military security/protection/defense structures,

c) a machine structure (for example: frame structures for carrying system, carrying pallets, frame structure for robots, etc.),

d) an automobile structure (for example: body, frame, doors, chassis, roof and floor, side beams, bumpers, etc.),

e) a ship structure (for example: main frame of the ship, body, deck, partition wall, wall, etc.),
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1) a freight car structure (for example: body, frame, floor, wall, etc.),

2) an aircraft structure (for example: wing, main frame, body, floor, etc.),

3) a spacecraft structure (for example: body, frame, floor, wall, etc.),

4) a space station structure (for example: the main body, floor, wall, etc.),

5) a submarine, ship or water craft structure (for example: body, frame, etc.), and

6) a blast, ballistic, projectile, shock or impact resistant structure (or any combination thereof).

7) It should be appreciated that the space frame 11 or truss structure 35 (or any space frame or truss structure disclosed herein) and their related elements may be treated using any of the techniques, methods, materials, and compositions disclosed in International Patent Application Serial No. PCT/US2014/052899, Wadley, et al., entitled “Lattice Materials and Structures and Related Methods Thereof,” filed Aug. 27, 2014.

8) It should be appreciated that the space frame 11 or truss structure 35 (or any space frame or truss structure disclosed herein) and their related elements may be implemented with any of the structures or related elements disclosed in International Patent Application Serial No. PCT/US2014/052899, Wadley, et al., entitled “Lattice Materials and Structures and Related Methods Thereof,” filed Aug. 27, 2014. For example, but not limited thereto, it should be appreciated that the space frame 11 or truss structure 35 (or any space frame or truss structure disclosed herein) may be utilized as part of a sandwich structure or include exterior or interior type of panels.

9) FIG. 5A provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the production of first members 28. A cutting tool 40 may be used to cut and shape first members 28 from a substantially planar material 20. As shown in FIG. 5A, the cutting tool 40 may be employed in a single-step process to shape not only the general geometry of the first member 28, but to also cut out or otherwise form the anterior surface 23, posterior surface 24, alternating struts 21, inflection areas 22, and inflection recesses 25. It should also be appreciated that the manufacturing process may involve a multi-step process, wherein the shapes of the first members 28 are initially roughed out as they are separated from the substantially planar material 20. After this initial step, the subsequent details of the first members 28, including alternating struts 21, inflection areas 22, inflection recesses 25, and anterior 23 and posterior surfaces 24 may be shaped or formed in a subsequent step or steps that may or may not involve the machinery or manufacturing process of the initial step.

10) Still referring to FIG. 5A, it should be appreciated that any number of processes may be applied to the manufacture of first members 28. The process of producing first members 28 may include cutting, as with water jets, lasers, saws, or blades. The process of producing first members 28 may also include machining processes, including but not limited to traditional machining processes such as milling and drilling, electro discharge machining, or any other machining process capable of forming the first members 28. Stamping processes may also be used to produce the first members 28.

11) It should be appreciated that the first members may be made from any number of other processes, not all of which involve planar or substantially planar materials. For example, first members may be molded, cast, forged, 3D printed, formed through a sintering process, or any other method of manufacturing that is sufficient to produce first members of sufficient strength and with correct dimensional properties. The choice of manufacturing method may depend on such factors as the type of material being used, desired method of joining components, or the required physical properties of the final part, including, but not limited to, dimensional accuracy, strength, and weight. These factors may be given appropriate weight for the particular application or use being considered.

12) FIG. 5B provides a schematic illustration of the cross section of substantially planar material 20 for producing first members 28 (as shown in FIG. 5A). In this particular depiction, a multi-layered composite material is shown. However, it should be appreciated that any number of materials may be used for the construction of first members. For example, first members may be manufactured from titanium, aluminum, steel, stainless steel, or any other metal or alloy that may fit the design requirements of the components and subsequent space frame. Furthermore, first members may be made out of composite materials, carbon fiber, ceramics, polymers, ceramics, or glass. Other materials not listed above may also be used to manufacture first members. Materials may be chosen for particular properties, including density, ease of manufacturing, strength, strength to weight ratios, cost, corrosion resistance, or desired methods for securing the interface or joining of components of the space frame.

13) FIG. 6A provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of the production of lattice shape member 31. A cutting tool 40 is used to cut and shape first members 28 from a substantially planar material 30. As shown in FIG. 6A, the cutting tool 40 may be employed in a single-step process to shape not only the general geometry of the lattice shape member 31, but to also cut out or otherwise form the struts 32, nodes 33, and mortise recesses 34. It should also be appreciated that the manufacturing process may involve a multi-step process, wherein the shape of the lattice shape member 31 is initially roughed out as it is formed from the substantially planar material 30. After this initial step, the subsequent details of the lattice shape member 31, including struts 32, nodes 33, and mortise recesses 34 may be shaped or formed in a subsequent step or steps that may or may not involve the machinery or manufacturing process of the initial step. It should be appreciated that this same, or a substantially similar process may be used to produce an intermediate member as shown in FIG. 3B.

14) Still referring to FIG. 6A, it should be appreciated that any number of processes may be applied to the manufacture of lattice shape member 31. The process of producing the lattice shape member 31 may include cutting, as with water jets, lasers, saws, or blades. The process of producing the lattice shape member 31 may also include machining processes, including but not limited to traditional machining processes such as milling and drilling, electro discharge machining, or any other machining process capable of forming the lattice shape member 31. Stamping processes may also be used to produce the lattice shape member 31. Once again, it is possible to produce an intermediate member 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B) with the same or substantially similar processes as may be used to produce a lattice shape member 31.

15) It should be appreciated that the lattice shape member or intermediate member may be made from any number of other processes, not all of which involve planar or substantially planar materials. For example, lattice shape members or intermediate members may be molded, cast, forged, 3D printed, formed through a sintering process, or any other method of manufacturing that is sufficient to produce lattice
shape members or intermediate members of sufficient strength and with correct dimensional properties. The choice of manufacturing method may depend on such factors as the type of material being used, desired method of joining components, or the required physical properties of the final part, including, but not limited to, dimensional accuracy, strength, and weight. These factors may be given appropriate weight for the particular application or use being considered.

FIG. 6B provides a schematic illustration of the cross section of substantially planar material 30 for producing lattice shape members 31 (as shown in FIG. 6A) or intermediate members 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B). In this particular depiction, a multi-layered composite material is shown. However, it should be appreciated that any number of materials may be used for the construction of lattice shape members or intermediate members. For example, lattice shape members or intermediate members may be manufactured from titanium, aluminum, steel, stainless steel, or any other metal or alloy that may fit the design requirements of the components and subsequent space frame. Furthermore, lattice shape members or intermediate members may be made of composite materials, carbon fiber, ceramics, polymers, cerams, or glass. Other materials not listed above may also be used to manufacture lattice shape members or intermediate members. Materials may be chosen for particular properties, including density, ease of manufacturing, strength, strength to weight ratios, cost, corrosion resistance, or desired methods for securing the interface or joining of components of the space frame. It should also be appreciated that a combination of materials may be used for particular applications. This combination could include combining first members of one material with lattice shape members or intermediate members of another material, or even having the portion of first members constructed from one material while another portion of first members is constructed from a different material. This may allow the final space frame to have different properties in one direction compared to another. Similarly, intermediate members or lattice shape members may be made of different materials in the same space frame. For instance, a more corrosion resistant lattice shape member or intermediate member may be used on the outer surfaces of the space frame, while a different material is used in the interior. It should be appreciated that any combination or placement of materials may be used in order to assemble or manufacture a space frame with the desired qualities.

FIG. 7 provides a schematic illustration of several aspects of embodiments of the present invention. Four examples of an octet lattice truss structure 35 are depicted in FIG. 7. As can be seen, the octet lattice truss structures 35 may take on a variety of geometries and relative sizes. However, the octet lattice truss structures 35, despite having different relative sizes, are still assembled from the same basic components. Alternating layers of lattice shape members 31 and first members 28 are used to create the structures. By varying the relative sizes of the lattice shape members 31 and first members 28, different sizes of octet truss structures 35 can be made. FIG. 7 also illustrates that additional layers of lattice shape members 31 and first members 28 may be stacked in order to increase the height and size of the octet truss structures 35. Additional layers may be added as desired or required for any particular application. It should also be appreciated that the lattice shape members 31 may be substituted for by intermediate members 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B). Furthermore, the outermost lattice shape members 31 could be substituted for by intermediate members to provide planar outer surfaces to the space frame structures while still retaining the lighter weight of a lattice shape member 31 in the interior of the structure. Similarly, it should also be appreciated that only a portion of a layer of lattice shape members 31 may be substituted for by intermediate members 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B).

FIG. 8 provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the octet lattice truss structure 35 (or any similar space frame structure) may be scaled laterally as well as vertically. Not only may the octet lattice truss structure 35 grow by the subsequent stacking of lattice shape members 31 interspersed with first members 28, but it may also expand laterally by the increase in size of the lattice shape members 31 and or first members 28. It should also be appreciated that an increase in the lateral dimensions may be achieved by the incorporation of additional first members 28 or lattice shape members 31 next to one another. For example, the top layer of the octet lattice truss structure 35 could be constructed of multiple lattice shape members 31. This is also true of the lower and intermediate lattice shape members layers 31. The interconnection of multiple lattice shape members 31 in any individual layer of the octet lattice truss structure 35 with the first members 28 would prevent the overall structure from separating in a lateral direction. Furthermore, it should be appreciated that this sectioning could also take place in any layer made of first members 28, wherein multiple first members 28 are lined up end to end to create a longer structure. It is even possible to have layers with multiple sectioned first members 28 and layers with multiple sectioned lattice shape members 31 in the same space frame or octet lattice truss structure 35. So long as the seams between the sectional first members 28 and the sectional lattice shape members 31 do not align (i.e., the seams are staggered), the space frame or octet lattice truss structure 35 will remain a cohesive whole. It should be noted that in the embodiments described above, an intermediate member 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B) may substitute for any lattice shape member 31, either as a whole or in sections.

Still referring to FIG. 8, it should be appreciated that the scaling of a space frame or octet lattice truss structure 35 may be achieved by producing smaller portions of the octet lattice structure 35 and then attaching these multiple smaller structures together. This can be achieved both laterally and vertically. Any bonding or attachment means that will satisfy the particular requirements of the application, such as strength, temperature resistance, weight, or ease of manufacture may be used to connect or attach multiple structures. This allows for smaller octet lattice truss structures 35 or, more generally, space frames, to be built up or assembled into larger structures.

Still referring to FIG. 8, it should be appreciated that the octet lattice truss structure 35, or, more generally, a space frame, may have varying sizes of unit cells throughout its structure. As illustrated, the octet lattice truss structure 35 has identical or nearly identical unit cell sizes across its length, width, and height. The size of a unit cell is determined by the relative proportions of the lattice shape member 31 (or alternatively intermediate member) and the first members 28 and their constituent sub-parts or structures. As shown, the lattice shape members 31 and first members 28 maintain their respective geometries throughout the structure. However, it should be appreciated that these geometries could vary along any dimension of the structure to create, for example, a central area with relatively larger unit cell dimensions and peripheral areas with relatively smaller unit cell dimensions (or vice-versa, or combination thereof). So
long as the alignment of connecting parts, such as tenon or tenon-like structures with mortise recesses, remains proper, the structure may vary in unit cell size as desired or required for any particular application.

FIG. 9 provides a schematic illustration of the assembly of multiple layers of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. In this illustration, a space frame 11 has already been assembled from constituent components. An array of first members 28 are in communication with a lattice shape member 31 and aligned so that the tenon or tenon-like structures 26 may interface or fit with the mortise recesses 34 and their respective nodes 33. As can be seen in FIG. 9, the tenon or tenon-like structures of the lower set of arrayed first members 28 do not pass fully through or penetrate the mortise recesses 34 of the lattice shape member 31. A second layer of first members 28 that have been arranged into an intersecting array structure 27 are shown above the space frame 11. The intersecting array structure 27 and its respective tenon or tenon-like structures 26 may then be aligned and positioned so as to interface or fit with the mortise recesses 34 of the lattice shape member 31. A second lattice shape member (not shown) may then be placed on top of the intersecting array structure 27, aligning mortise recesses with tenon or tenon-like structures 26. The successive addition of more layers may then be repeated as necessary to construct a space frame 11 of any height required by the user. It should be appreciated that in any respective layer of the space frame 11, an intermediate member 36 (as shown in FIG. 3B) may substitute for the lattice shape member 31.

FIG. 10A provides a schematic illustration of an octet truss lattice constructed by three-dimensional packing of unit cells. FIG. 10B provides a schematic illustration of a unit cell of the face centered cubic crystal symmetry octet truss lattice. The unit cell is composed of a center octahedral cell in communication with edge tetrahedral cells.

FIG. 11A provides a schematic illustration of a first member 28 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The first member 28 is shown with an anterior 23 and posterior surfaces 24. The first member 28 is composed of inflection areas 22 with inflection recesses 25 connected by alternating struts 21.

FIG. 11B provides a schematic illustration of a lattice shape member 31 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The lattice shape member 31 is shown with nodes 33 having mortise recesses 34 connected by struts 32.

FIG. 11C provides a schematic illustration of the unit cell of an octet lattice truss structure constructed of several first members 28 (as shown in FIG. 11A) interspersed and interfacing with several lattice shape members 31 (as shown in FIG. 11B). As shown, the particular geometry of the first members 28 and lattice shape members 31 allow for the formation of an octet lattice unit cell which may be repeated to form a space frame.

FIG. 12A provides a schematic illustration (e.g., plan view) of a lattice shape member 31 from an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The lattice shape member 31 is composed of struts 32 which locate nodes 33 which contain the mortise shape recesses 34. The particular geometry of the struts 32, nodes 33, and mortise shape recesses 34 may be varied as desired or required to provide a space frame of any shape, and to ensure proper alignment of the mortise recesses 34 with the tenon or tenon-like structures that it will interface with.

FIG. 12B provides a perspective schematic illustration of a space frame 11 that comprises an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the space frame 11 is assembled from alternating layers of lattice shape members 31 and first members 28.

FIG. 12C provides a schematic illustration of the space frame 11 of FIG. 12B as seen from a vantage point that is parallel to the plane of the lattice shape members 31 (as seen in FIG. 12B).

FIG. 12D provides a schematic illustration of the space frame 11 of FIG. 12B as seen from a vantage point that is parallel to the plane of the lattice shape members 31 (as seen in FIG. 12B) but oriented at a right angle to the perspective of FIG. 12C.

FIG. 13A provides a schematic illustration of a space frame 11 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The space frame 11 is shown from a perspective that is perpendicular to the plane of the lattice shape members.

FIG. 13B provides a perspective schematic illustration of an octet lattice truss structure 35 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The octet lattice truss structure 35 is composed of alternating layers of lattice shape members 31 interspersed and interfacing with layers of arrayed first members 28.

FIG. 13C provides a schematic illustration of a space frame 11 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The space frame 11 is viewed from a vantage point that is parallel to the plane of the lattice shape members.

FIG. 13D provides a schematic illustration of the joint or interface between a lattice shape member 31 and several first members 28 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. The lattice shape member 31 is in communication with two first members 28 positioned above the lattice shape member 31. Similarly, the lattice shape member 31 is also in communication with two more first members 28, positioned below the lattice shape member 31. The two upper first members 28 intersect or interface to create a tenon or tenon-like structure (not numbered) which interfaces with the node (not numbered) and mortise recess (not numbered) of the lattice shape member 31. The two lower first members 28 also intersect or interface to create a tenon or tenon-like structure (not numbered) which approaches the node (not numbered) and mortise recess (not numbered) from below. The two tenon or tenon-like structures then may both interface with the node and mortise recess of the lattice shape member 31 at the same time.

FIG. 14 provides a schematic illustration of a portion of an octet lattice truss structure 35 of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. A unit cell of the octet lattice truss structure is highlighted in dashed lines. It should be appreciated that the cross section of the elements which make up the octet lattice truss structure 35 is circular. The present invention contemplates that octet lattice truss structures, and more generally space frames, may be composed of elements of any cross section shape or size and are not limited only to those particularly shown or described above.

FIG. 15A provides a schematic illustration of a pyramidal lattice unit cell with four struts of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 15B provides a schematic illustration of a tetrahedral lattice unit cell with three struts of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. It should be appreciated that space frames composed of many different types of unit cells are possible using the instant method and devices as described in the present invention. For example, space frames composed of octet unit cells, octahedral unit cells, cubic unit cells, pyramidal unit cells, or diamond unit cells may be constructed using the
methods and devices of the present invention. Furthermore, other unit cells not listed above may also be constructed. The choice of unit cells may be influenced by the particular application of the space frame, the desired density of the space frame, material of construction, or any other considerations which may affect the final properties or performance of the device. Construction of a space frame composed of any kind of unit cell may be accomplished by altering the specific geometry of first members, lattice shape members, and or intermediate members to achieve the correct geometry, orientation, and dimensions of both the overall space frame and its constituent unit cells.

FIG. 16A provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the manufacture of first members 28 (not shown) of the present invention. A negative die 51 for producing first members 28 (not shown) is provided. FIG. 16B provides an enlarged view of negative die shapes 52 for producing first members 28 (not shown), which are present on the positive die 51 for producing first members 28 (not shown).

FIG. 16C provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the manufacture of first members 28 (not shown) of the present invention. A positive die 53 for producing first members 28 (not shown) is provided. FIG. 16D provides an enlarged view of positive die shapes 54 for producing first members 28 (not shown), which are present on the positive die 53 for producing first members 28 (not shown).

FIG. 17A provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the manufacture of lattice shape members or intermediate members of the present invention. A negative die 55 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 55 (not shown). FIG. 17B provides an enlarged view of negative die shapes 56 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 36 (not shown).

FIG. 17C provides a schematic illustration of an aspect of an embodiment of the manufacture of lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 36 (not shown) of the present invention. A positive die 57 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 36 (not shown) is provided. FIG. 17D provides an enlarged view of positive die shapes 58 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 36 (not shown), which are present on the positive die 57 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 57 (not shown).

It should be appreciated that these dies, both positive and negative, may be used in conjunction with any material, solid, liquid, or powdered, in order to form first members, intermediate members, or lattice shape members that may be used to assemble a space frame. It should also be appreciated that the design of the positive die shapes and negative die shapes should be configured so as to match properly with their respective partner shapes and that they should be shaped so as to accurately reproduce the desired geometry of the manufactured parts.

FIG. 18 provides a schematic illustration of the manufacture of components of an aspect of an embodiment of the present invention. A press 62 is shown in conjunction with a power supply 61. A negative die 51 for producing first members 28 (not shown) or a negative die 55 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 36 (not shown) may be loaded into the press 62 and filled with a material 63 within the negative die shapes 52 or 56. The corresponding positive die 53 for producing first members 28 (not shown) or positive die 57 for producing lattice shape members 31 (not shown) or intermediate members 36 (not shown) is also loaded into the press 62. The positive die 53 or 57 is oriented so that the positive die shapes 54 or 58 will be oriented and positioned appropriately to interface with their corresponding negative die shapes 52 or 56. The press is then operated to apply pressure, and optionally heat or electricity, to the dies to form and solidify the components that will then be used to assemble a space frame. It should be appreciated that this process may be used with any number of materials, including solids, liquids, or powders, metals, ceramics, glasses, polymers, composites, or any other material that is amenable to this type of manufacturing process. It should also be appreciated that the power supply 61 may be any type of power supply, including a constant, pulsing, or variable power supply. Also, the power supply 61 may be used to apply heat or electricity directly or indirectly to the dies and or press.

EXAMPLES

Example 1

A method for producing a space frame. The method may comprise:

a) providing a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between said alternating linear struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;

b) arranging said plurality of first members into an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another; and arranging a second portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

wherein said first portion of said plurality of said first members is inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members may be in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members;

d) said first portion of said plurality of said first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said second portion of said plurality of said first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure;

e) providing a lattice shape member comprising struts disposed between nodes, each of said nodes having a mortise recess configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said struts configured such that said nodes are located such that said mortise recesses are properly spaced so as to communicate with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members; and
d) disposing said lattice shape member such that said
mortise recess of said nodes are in communication with said
tenons or tenon-like structures to provide a space frame.

Example 2

The method of example 1, wherein said providing a
plurality of first members comprises:
producing said plurality of first members from a substan-
tially planar material.

Example 3

The method of example 2, wherein said producing
includes cutting.

Example 4

The method of example 2 (as well as subject matter of
example 3), wherein said producing includes machining.

Example 5

The method of example 2 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 3-4), wherein said
producing includes stamping.

Example 6

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-5), wherein said
providing a plurality of first members comprises molding
said plurality of first members.

Example 7

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-6), wherein said
providing a plurality of first members comprises casting said
plurality of first members.

Example 8

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-7), wherein said
providing a plurality of first members comprises sintering
said plurality of first members.

Example 9

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-8), wherein said
providing a plurality of first members comprises forging said
plurality of first members.

Example 10

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-9), wherein said
providing a lattice shape member comprises:
producing said lattice shape member from a substan-
tially planar material.

Example 11

The method of example 10 (as well as subject matter of
one or more of any combination of examples 2-10), wherein
said producing includes cutting.

Example 12

The method of example 10 (as well as subject matter of
one or more of any combination of examples 2-11), wherein
said producing includes machining.

Example 13

The method of example 10 (as well as subject matter of
one or more of any combination of examples 2-12), wherein
said producing includes stamping.

Example 14

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-13), wherein said
providing a lattice shape member comprises molding said
lattice shape member.

Example 15

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-14), wherein said
providing a lattice shape member comprises casting said
lattice shape member.

Example 16

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-15), wherein said
providing a lattice shape member comprises forging said
lattice shape member.

Example 17

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-16), wherein said
providing a lattice shape member comprises sintering said
lattice shape member.

Example 18

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-17), wherein at
least a portion of said space frame comprises titanium.

Example 19

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-18), wherein at
least a portion of said space frame comprises aluminum.

Example 20

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-19), wherein at
least a portion of said space frame comprises steel.

Example 21

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one
or more of any combination of examples 2-20), wherein at
least a portion of said space frame comprises a metal.
Example 22
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-21), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises an alloy.

Example 23
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-22), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises stainless steel.

Example 24
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-23), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises carbon fiber.

Example 25
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-24), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a ceramic.

Example 26
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-25), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a polymer.

Example 27
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-26), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a cermet.

Example 28
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-27), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a glass.

Example 29
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-28), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that comprises a composite material.

Example 30
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-29), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that comprises a joint.

Example 31
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-30), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that comprises a halfed-joint.

Example 32
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-31), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is brazed.

Example 33
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-32), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is bonded.

Example 34
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-33), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is glued.

Example 35
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-34), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is diffusion bonded.

Example 36
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-35), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is held together by sintered powder.

Example 37
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-36), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is epoxied.

Example 38
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-37), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is pinned.

Example 39
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-38), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is wedged.

Example 40
The method of example 1, (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-39), wherein said inflection recesses snap together to form a tenon or tenon-like structure.
The method of example 41 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-40), wherein a friction fit of said inflection recesses form a tenon or tenon-like structure.

Example 42
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-41), wherein an interference fit of said inflection recesses form a tenon or tenon-like structure.

Example 43
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-42), wherein said communication of said mortise recess and said tenons or tenon-like structures comprises a joint.

Example 44
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-43), wherein said joint is brazed.

Example 45
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-44), wherein said joint is bonded.

Example 46
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-45), wherein said joint is diffusion bonded.

Example 47
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-46), wherein said joint is held together by sintered powder.

Example 49
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-48), wherein said joint is epoxied.

Example 50
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-50), wherein said joint is pinned.

Example 51
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-51), wherein said joint snaps together.

Example 53
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-52), wherein said joint comprises a friction fit.

Example 54
The method of example 43 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-53), wherein said joint comprises an interference fit.

Example 55
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-54), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octahedron unit cells.

Example 56
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-55), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of cubed unit cells.

Example 57
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-56), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of tetrahedron unit cells.

Example 58
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-57), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of pyramid unit cells.

Example 59
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-58), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of diamond unit cells.

Example 60
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-59), wherein said inflection recesses are configured to interface with other said inflection recesses.

Example 61
The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-60), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a slot.

Example 62
Example 63

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-62), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a notch.

Example 64

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-63), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a groove.

Example 65

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-64), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises an aperture.

Example 66

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-65), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a slot.

Example 67

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-66), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.

Example 68

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-67), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a groove.

Example 69

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-68), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.

Example 70

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-69), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.

Example 71

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-70), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses passes fully through said lattice shape member.

Example 72

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-71), wherein said space frame is configured for use in the interior of a sandwich panel.

Example 73

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-72), wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a plate.

Example 74

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-73), wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a plate.

Example 75

The method of example 1 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-74), wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a substrate.

Example 76

The method of example 75 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-75), wherein said substrate is a piece of equipment.

Example 77

The method of example 77 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-77), wherein said substrate is a plate.

Example 78

The method of example 77 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-78), wherein said substrate is a sheet.

Example 79

A space frame device assembled from components. The space frame device may comprise:

a) a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between said alternating linear struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;

b) said plurality of said first members in an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another, with a second portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

said first portion of said plurality of said first members inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members;

d said plurality of said first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said
Example 81

The device of example 80, wherein said plurality of first members are produced from a substantially planar material.

Example 82

The device of example 81, wherein said production of said plurality of first members includes cutting.

Example 83

The device of example 81 (as well as subject matter of example 82), wherein said production of said plurality of first members includes machining.

Example 84

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-83), wherein said production of said plurality of first members includes stamping.

Example 85

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-84), wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is molded.

Example 86

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-85), wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is cast.

Example 87

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-86), wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is forged.

Example 88

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-87), wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is produced through sintering.

Example 89

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-88), wherein said lattice shape member is produced from a substantially planar material.

Example 90

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-89), wherein said production of said lattice shape member includes cutting.

Example 91

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-90), wherein said production of said lattice shape member includes machining.

Example 92

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-91), wherein said production of said lattice shape member includes stamping.

Example 93

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-92), wherein said lattice shape member is molded.

Example 94

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-93), wherein said lattice shape member is cast.

Example 95

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-94), wherein said lattice shape member is forged.

Example 96

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-95), wherein said lattice shape member is produced through sintering.

Example 97

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-96), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises titanium.

Example 98

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-97), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises aluminum.

Example 99

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-98), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises steel.

Example 100

The device of example 89 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-99), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a metal.
Example 101
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-100), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises an alloy.

Example 102
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-101), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises stainless steel.

Example 103
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-102), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises carbon fiber.

Example 104
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-103), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a ceramic.

Example 105
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-104), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a polymer.

Example 106
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-105), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a cermet.

Example 107
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-106), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a glass.

Example 108
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-107), wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a composite material.

Example 109
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-108), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure comprises a joint.

Example 110
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-109), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure comprises a halved-joint.

Example 111
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-110), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is brazed.

Example 112
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-111), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is bonded.

Example 113
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-112), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is glued.

Example 114
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-113), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is diffusion bonded.

Example 115
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-114), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is held together by sintered powder.

Example 116
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-115), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is epoxied.

Example 117
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-116), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is pinned.

Example 118
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-117), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is wedged.

Example 119
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-118), wherein said inflection recesses snap together.

Example 120
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-119), wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure comprises a friction fit.

Example 121
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-120), wherein said communication of said inflection recesses comprises an interference fit.

Example 122
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-121), wherein said communication of said mortise recesses and said tenons or tenon-like structures comprises a joint.
Example 123

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-122), wherein said joint is brazed.

Example 125

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-123), wherein said joint is bonded.

Example 126

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-125), wherein said joint is diffusion bonded.

Example 127

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-126), wherein said joint is held together by sintered powder.

Example 128

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-127), wherein said joint is epoxied.

Example 129

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-128), wherein said joint is pinned.

Example 132

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-131), wherein said joint comprises a friction fit.

Example 133

The device of example 122 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-132), wherein said joint comprises an interference fit.

Example 134

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-133), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octet unit cells.

Example 136

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-134), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octahedron unit cells.

Example 137

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-135), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of pyramid unit cells.

Example 138

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-137), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of tetrahedron unit cells.

Example 139

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-138), wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of diamond unit cells.

Example 141

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-139), wherein said inflection recesses are configured to interface with other said inflection recesses.

Example 142

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-140), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a slot.

Example 143

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-141), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a groove.

Example 144

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-143), wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises an aperture.
The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-144), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.

Example 146

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-145), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a slot.

Example 147

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-146), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a notch.

Example 148

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-147), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a groove.

Example 149

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-148), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises an aperture.

Example 150

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-149), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.

Example 151

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-150), wherein at least one of said mortise recesses passes fully through said lattice shape member.

Example 152

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-151), wherein said space frame is configured for use in the interior of a sandwich panel.

Example 153

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-152), wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a plate.

Example 154

The device of example 80 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-153), wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a substrate.

The device of example 154 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-154), wherein said substrate is a piece of equipment.

Example 155

The device of example 156 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-155), wherein at least one said lattice shape member is replaced by a substrate.

Example 157

The device of example 156 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-156), wherein said substrate is a plate.

Example 158

The device of example 156 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-157), wherein said substrate is a sheet.

Example 159

A method for producing a space frame. The method may comprise:

a) providing a plurality of first members comprising alternating struts with inflection areas between said alternating struts, said first members having an interior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;

b) arranging said plurality of said first members into an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another, and arranging a second portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

wherein said first portion of said plurality of said first members is inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members may be in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members;
said first portion of said plurality of said first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said second portion of said plurality of said first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure;

c) providing an intermediate member comprising mortise recesses configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said intermediate member configured such that said mortise recesses are properly spaced so as to communicate with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members; and

d) disposing said intermediate member such that said mortise recesses are in communication with said tenons or tenon-like structures to provide a space frame.
Example 160

The method of example 159 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-79), wherein said alternating struts comprise one of the following: linear, curved, or a combination of curved and linear.

Example 161

The method of example 159 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 2-79), wherein said intermediate member comprises a substantially planar member or a lattice member.

Example 162

A device having a space frame assembled from components. The space frame may comprise:

a) a plurality of first members comprising alternating struts with inflection areas between said alternating struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;

b) said plurality of first members in an array with a first portion of said plurality of first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another, with a second portion of said plurality of first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

said first portion of said plurality of said first members inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members;

said first portion of said plurality of said first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said second portion of said plurality of said first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure; and

an intermediate member comprising mortise recesses configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said intermediate member configured such that said mortise recesses are in communication with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members.

Example 164

The device of example 162 (as well as subject matter of one or more of any combination of examples 81-158), wherein said intermediate member comprises a substantially planar member or a lattice member.

Example 165

The device of examples 80-158 and 162-164, wherein said space frame or truss structure may include any combination of one or more of the following:

a) an architectural structure (for example: pillars, walls, shielding, foundations or floors for tall buildings or pillars, wall shielding floors, for regular buildings and houses),
b) a civil engineering field structure (for example: road facilities such as noise resistant walls and crash barriers, road paving materials, permanent and portable aircraft landing runways, pipes, segment materials for tunnels, segment materials for underwater tunnels, tube structural materials, main beams of bridges, bridge floors, girders, cross beams of bridges, girder walls, piers, bridge substructures, towers, dikes and dams, guide ways, railroads, ocean structures such as breakwaters and wharf protection for harbor facilities, floating pier or oil excavation or production platforms, airport structures such as runways), military security/protection/defense structures,
c) a machine structure (for example: frame structures for carrying system, carrying pallets, frame structure for robots, etc.),
d) an automobile structure (for example: body, frame, doors, chassis, roof and floor, side beams, bumpers, etc.),
e) a ship structure (for example: main frame of the ship, body, deck, partition wall, wall, etc.),
f) a freight car structure (for example: body, frame, floor, wall, etc.),
g) an aircraft structure (for example: wing, main frame, body, floor, etc.),
h) a spacecraft structure (for example: body, frame, floor, wall, etc.),
i) a space station structure (for example: the main body, floor, wall, etc.),
j) a submarine, ship or water craft structure (for example: body, frame, etc.),

The method of using any of the devices or its components provided in any one or more of examples 80-158 and 162-165.

Example 167

The method of manufacturing any of the devices or its components provided in any one or more of examples 80-158 and 162-165.
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We claim:

1. A method for producing a space frame, said method comprising:

   providing a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between said alternating linear struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;

   arranging said plurality of said first members into an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another; and

   arranging a second portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

   wherein said first portion of said plurality of said first members is inverted with respect to said second members.
portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members;

said first portion of said plurality of said first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said second portion of said plurality of said first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure;

providing a lattice shape member comprising struts disposed between nodes, each of said nodes having a mortise recess configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said struts configured such that said recesses are located such that said mortise recesses are properly spaced so as to communicate with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members; and

disposing said lattice shape member such that said mortise recess of said nodes are in communication with said tenons or tenon-like structures to provide said space frame.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a plurality of first members comprises:
producing said plurality of first members from a substantially planar material.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said producing includes cutting.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said producing includes machining.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein said producing includes stamping.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a plurality of first members comprises molding said plurality of first members.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a plurality of first members comprises casting said plurality of first members.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a plurality of first members comprises forging said plurality of first members.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a plurality of first members comprises sintering said plurality of first members.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a lattice shape member comprises:
producing said lattice shape member from a substantially planar material.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein said producing includes cutting.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein said producing includes machining.

13. The method of claim 10, wherein said producing includes stamping.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a lattice shape member comprises molding said lattice shape member.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a lattice shape member comprises casting said lattice shape member.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a lattice shape member comprises forging said lattice shape member.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing a lattice shape member comprises sintering said lattice shape member.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises titanium.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises aluminum.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises steel.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a metal.

22. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises stainless steel.

23. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises carbon fiber.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a ceramic.

25. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a polymer.

26. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a ceranet.

27. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a glass.

28. The method of claim 1, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a composite material.

29. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that comprises a joint.

30. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that comprises a half joint.

31. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is bonded.

32. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is brazed.

33. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is held together by sintered powder.

34. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is epoxied.

35. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is pinned.

36. The method of claim 1, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure provides an interface that is wedged.

37. The method of claim 1, wherein said inflection recesses snap together to form said tenon or tenon-like structure.

38. The method of claim 1, wherein an interference fit of said inflection recesses forms said tenon or tenon-like structure.

39. The method of claim 1, wherein said joint is diffusion bonded.

40. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint is held together by sintered powder.
49. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint is epoxied.
50. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint is pinned.
51. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint is wedged.
52. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint snaps together.
53. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint comprises a friction fit.
54. The method of claim 43, wherein said joint comprises an interference fit.
55. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octet unit cells.
56. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octahedron unit cells.
57. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of cubed unit cells.
58. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of pyramid unit cells.
59. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of tetrahedron unit cells.
60. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of diamond unit cells.
61. The method of claim 1, wherein said inflection recesses are configured to interface with other said inflection recesses.
62. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a slot.
63. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a notch.
64. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a groove.
65. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises an aperture.
66. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a passage.
67. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a slot.
68. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a notch.
69. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a groove.
70. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises an aperture.
71. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.
72. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses passes fully through said lattice shape member.
73. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame is configured for use in a sandwich panel.
74. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a substrate.
75. The method of claim 1, wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a plate.
76. The method of claim 77, wherein said substrate is a plate.
77. The method of claim 77, wherein said substrate is a sheet.
78. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame device comprising: a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between said alternating linear struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member; said plurality of said first members in an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another, with a second portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure; said first portion of said plurality of said first members inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members.
79. The device of claim 80, wherein said plurality of first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said second portion of said plurality of said first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure; and a lattice shape member comprising struts disposed between nodes, each of said nodes having a mortise recess configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said struts configured such that said nodes are aligned such that said mortise recesses are in communication with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members.
80. A space frame device assembled from components, wherein said space frame device comprising: a plurality of first members comprising alternating linear struts with inflection areas between said alternating linear struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member; said plurality of said first members in an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially parallel to one another, with a second portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure; said first portion of said plurality of said first members inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members.
81. The device of claim 80, wherein said plurality of first members are produced from a substantially planar material.
82. The device of claim 81, wherein said production of said plurality of first members includes cutting.
83. The device of claim 81, wherein said production of said plurality of first members includes machining.
84. The device of claim 81, wherein said production of said plurality of first members includes stamping.
85. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is molded.
86. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is cast.
87. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is forged.
88. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said plurality of first members is produced through sintering.
89. The device of claim 80, wherein said lattice shape member is produced from a substantially planar material.
90. The device of claim 89, wherein said production of said lattice shape member includes cutting.
91. The device of claim 89, wherein said production of said lattice shape member includes machining.
92. The device of claim 89, wherein said production of said lattice shape member includes stamping.
93. The device of claim 80, wherein said lattice shape member is molded.
94. The device of claim 80, wherein said lattice shape member is cast.
95. The device of claim 80, wherein said lattice shape member is forged.
96. The device of claim 80, wherein said lattice shape member is produced through sintering.
97. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises titanium.

98. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises aluminum.

99. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises steel.

100. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a metal.

101. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises an alloy.

102. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises stainless steel.

103. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises carbon fiber.

104. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a polymer.

105. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a ceramic.

106. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a glass.

107. The device of claim 80, wherein at least a portion of said space frame comprises a composite material.

108. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure comprises a joint.

109. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure comprises a halved-joint.

110. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is brazed.

111. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is bonded.

112. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is glued.

113. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is diffusion bonded.

114. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is held together by sintered powder.

115. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is epoxied.

116. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is pinned.

117. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is threaded.

118. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon-like structure is wedged.

119. The device of claim 80, wherein said inflection recesses snap together.

120. The device of claim 80, wherein said tenon or tenon like structure comprises a friction fit.

121. The device of claim 80, wherein said communication of said inflection recesses comprises an interference fit.

122. The device of claim 80, wherein said communication of said inflection recesses and said tenons or tenon-like structures comprises a joint.

123. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is brazed.

124. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is bonded.

125. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is glued.

126. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is diffusion bonded.

127. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is held together by sintered powder.

128. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is epoxied.

129. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is pinned.

130. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint is wedged.

131. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint snaps together.

132. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint comprises a friction fit.

133. The device of claim 122, wherein said joint comprises an interference fit.

134. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octet unit cells.

135. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of octahedron unit cells.

136. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of cubed unit cells.

137. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of pyramid unit cells.

138. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of tetrahedron unit cells.

139. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame comprises a plurality of diamond unit cells.

140. The device of claim 80, wherein said inflection recesses are configured to interface with other said inflection recesses.

141. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a slot.

142. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a notch.

143. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a groove.

144. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises an aperture.

145. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said inflection recesses comprises a passage.

146. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a slot.

147. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a notch.

148. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a groove.

149. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises an aperture.

150. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses comprises a passage.

151. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one of said mortise recesses passes fully through said lattice shape member.

152. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame is configured for use in a sandwich panel.

153. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a plate.

154. The device of claim 80, wherein said space frame is configured for use in communication with a substrate.

155. The device of claim 154, wherein said substrate is a piece of equipment.

156. The device of claim 80, wherein at least one said lattice shape member is replaced by a substrate.

157. The device of claim 156, wherein said substrate is a plate.

158. The device of claim 156, wherein said substrate is a sheet.

159. A method for producing a space frame, said method comprising:

- providing a plurality of first members comprising alternating struts with inflection areas between said alternating struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;
arranging said plurality of said first members into an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure; wherein said first portion of said plurality of said first members is inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members; said first portion of said plurality of said first members and said second portion of said plurality of said first members aligned so that said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said inflection recesses of said inflection areas of said second portion of said plurality of said first members to define a tenon or tenon-like structure; providing an intermediate member comprising mortise recesses configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said intermediate member configured such that said mortise recesses are properly spaced so as to communicate with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members; and disposing said intermediate member such that said mortise recesses are in communication with said tenons or tenon-like structures to provide said space frame.

The method of claim 159, wherein said alternating struts comprise one of the following:

- linear, curved, or a combination of curved and linear.

The method of claim 159, wherein said intermediate member comprises a substantially planar member or a lattice member.

A device having a space frame assembled from components, wherein said space frame comprising:

- a plurality of first members comprising alternating struts with inflection areas between said alternating struts, said first members having an anterior surface and a posterior surface, a recess at each said inflection area of said first members to define an inflection recess, all of said inflection recesses disposed along said anterior surface of said first member;

said plurality of said first members in an array with a first portion of said plurality of said first members arrayed substantially orthogonal to said arrayed first portion of said plurality of said first members, so as to define an intersecting array structure;

said first portion of said plurality of said first members inverted with respect to said second portion of said plurality of said first members so that said anterior surfaces of said first portion of said plurality of said first members are in communication with said anterior surfaces of said second portion of said plurality of said first members;

an intermediate member comprising mortise recesses configured to interface with said tenon or tenon-like structures, said intermediate member configured such that said mortise recesses are in communication with said tenons or tenon-like structures from the array comprised of said plurality of said first members.

The device of claim 162, wherein said alternating struts comprise one of the following:

- linear, curved, or a combination of curved and linear.

The device of claim 162, wherein said intermediate member comprises a substantially planar member or a lattice member.

* * * *